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Automatic Piston Pin Internal Diameter Defect Detection

Abstract

Inner diameter inspections of piston pins are

manually performed via a GO/NOGO plug gage

inspection. Automation of this physical process

may be achieved through the implementation of

an appropriately controlled and situated linear

actuator. To accommodate for varying piston

pin sizes, the physical architecture of the

design is constructed such that all three axes of

the target position can be adjusted.

Introduction

• Large-volume piston pin

manufacturing is a highly

controlled process with tight

tolerances

• Product defects can occur and

must be accounted for through

inspections

• Inspections of the inner

diameter of a piston pin

require a manual GO/NOGO

plug gage to be inserted to

detect

• Automation may be achieved

through an Arduino-controlled

system with a pneumatic

actuator and custom-designed

fabrications

Methods and Materials

• All structural components are fabricated from

1/4 inch 1018 steel to ensure structural integrity

• An Arduino UNO R3 controls the system

• The gate assembly is rotated by an Oriental

Motors PK299-03BA Stepper-Motor that is

powered by a CSD2145T Driver

• A three-axis piston pin positioning method is

used for aligning pins with a pneumatic actuator

Results

• The prototype design maintains the necessary

points of contact to ensure smooth piston pin

motion with three-axes of maneuverability

• Several types of inspections may be performed

depending on the situation, such as mixed pin

and collapsed inner diameter

Discussion

Steps have been taken to mitigate issues that

may occur during testing.

• A chamfered plug gage is utilized to ease in

the deflection of the piston pin.

• Instructions are provided to intentionally

offset the target position of the system so

that the piston pin does not deflect into a

surface

• To prevent jamming, a double-acting actuator

was selected low operating psi suggestions.

Conclusions

A virtual design was demonstrated that could

reproduce a GO/NOGO plug gage inspection for

defect detection of the internal diameter of

piston pins. Future incarnations of this prototype

should seek a means to increase the cycle time

of the inspection. In addition to this

development, an inexpensive and innovative

means of introducing piston pins into the system
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• Piston pins

within an ID,

OD, and

length of 0.2-

0.6 inches,

0.5-1.25

inches, and

0.5-4 inches

may be used

in the system


